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Thesis Summary 
In this thesis, the particle behavior in dense and dilute compressible gas–particle flow including the 
shock–particle dispersion process is numerically investigated. Numerical method for compressible 
gas–particle flow is developed by coupled analysis between Eulerian based computational fluid 
dynamics and Lagrangian based discrete element method to describe discontinuous particle behavior 
in highly dispersed particles, where Eulerian based conventional two–fluid model has poor accuracy. 
Under the assumption, which particle–particle interaction is dominant for the overall behavior of particle 
phase and compression of single particle is negligible for describing gas–particle flow, gas phase is 
modeled by volume averaged conservation equations for two–phase flow and particle phase is treated 
by particle tracking method. Aerodynamic drag force, Magnus force, pressure gradient force, 
convective heat transfer, and radiative heat transfer are considered for inter–phase interaction. The 
fractional time stepping method is adopted to couple with the simulations of fluid dynamics, 
heterogeneous/homogeneous chemical reactions, and particle tracking. 
Shock–induced stratified particle dispersion is simulated to validate newly developed numerical 
method for particle behavior and simulation results have a good agreement with previous experiments. 
Inter–particle collision force initiate particle lifting after the shock passage and is still dominant in lifted 
particle behavior. Magnus force has also important role for particle upward movement immediately 
after the lifting, but is lessened this effect as higher lifted particles. 
The mitigation ability of particles for shock wave propagated along particle layer is analyzed. From 
the calculated results, the stratified particles can mitigate the blast pressure. We found out the 
mechanism of mitigation due to two interphase interactions. The heat transfer effects contribute the 
mitigation by the energy absorption of the explosive energy. Aerodynamic force of stratified particles 
renders the shock wave curved and such curved shock wave weakens automatically. 
The shock–induced stratified coal–dust combustion is simulated to validate the numerical method 
for polydisperse reactive systems and to analyze the flame structure in dust explosions. The flame has 
diffusion flame structure and moves at supersonic due to a convection of the devolatilized gas. The 
pressure gradient between ambient gas and devolatilized gas induces this supersonic convection. Due 
to the propagation of the compression waves from the reaction front, the Magnus force increases in 
reactive field. Therefore, particle dispersion height become higher than that of inert case. 
 
 
